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I. INTRODUCTION
Any departure from absolute regimentation may cause trouble. Any varia-
tion from the majority's opinion may inspire fear. Any word spoken, in
class, in the lunchroom, or on the campus, that deviates from the views of
another person may start an argument or cause a disturbance. But our
Constitution says we must take this risk'
Traditionally, college campuses have been considered the "market-
place of ideas."2 As such, the First Amendment has played a critical
role in ensuring that both students and faculty have the freedom to
express their beliefs. Nonetheless, the First Amendment on college
campuses has come under attack over the past several years in various
ways. Campus newspapers are stolen and burned by the thousands
because students disagree with the viewpoints expressed in the pa-
pers.4 Moot court competitions and school plays are canceled because
they deal with controversial topics. 5 Law professors avoid teaching
1. Tinker v. Des Moines Indep. Community School Dist., 393 U.S. 503, 508 (1969)
(emphasis added).
2. Healy v. James, 408 U.S. 169, 180 (1972); see also Abrams v. United States, 250
U.S. 616, 630 (1919) (Holmes, J., dissenting).
3. See, e.g., Healy v. James, 408 U.S. 169 (1972) (holding that students' First
Amendment rights were violated by a state college that refused to recognize the Students
for a Democratic Society as a campus organization); Tinker v. Des Moines Indep. Commu-
nity School Dist., 393 U.S. 503 (1969) (holding that students' First Amendment rights were
violated when they were suspended from school for wearing black armbands to protest the
Vietnam war).
4. Richard Harwood, The Speech Cops Are Here!, WASH. POST, Dec. 6, 1993, at
A23 (explaining that "[a]ngry women and blacks at (various] schools seized or destroyed
papers they considered racist or sexist."); Howard Kurtz, A Trash Course in Free Speech,
WASH. POST, July 29, 1993, at C1 (reporting that criminal charges were filed against two
former female students of Pennsylvania State University, one of whom headed a group
called "Womyn's Concerns," for stealing 6,000 copies of a conservative school paper). In
addition, one hundred African-American students at the University of Wisconsin at Madison
held a rally denouncing the student paper, the Badger-Herald, and burned a stack of copies.
Id.
5. See Jane Easter Bahls, What's Happening to Dialogue in the Law Schools?, STU-
DENT LAW., Sept. 1991, at 12. Student organizers of a moot court competition at New York
University:
selected a child custody case with a contemporary twist: the father's bid for custo-
dy of his five-year-old daughter hinged on the harm she would suffer living with
[Vol. 96:511
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controversial subjects such as arguments against rape shield laws be-
cause they are afraid of being accused of sexism.6 Still other profes-
sors tape their classes to avoid accusations of sexual harassment.7
One of the primary tools being used in this assault on free speech
is the enactment of college speech codes. These codes are designed to
punish "racist," "sexist," and, in some instances, any speech that may
create a "hostile learning environment." In certain situations, even
"inappropriately directed laughter" can be punished under college
speech codes.' Interestingly, this assault on free speech comes from an
unlikely source-the left.9 As some commentators have pointed out,
the mother and her lesbian companion. The case created an uproar among students
assigned to argue on behalf of the father. They claimed his position was so weak
that its advocates could not write a meaningful brief and would be disadvantaged
in the competition. Worse, they said, writing arguments for the father's position
would be hurtful to a group of people-presumably gays and lesbians-and thus
hurtful to everyone.
Cowed, the moot court board withdrew the custody case and replaced it
with an innocuous homeowner liability case.
Id. See also DiBona v. Matthews, 269 Cal. Rptr. 882 (1990) (holding that the First Amend-
ment rights of a college professor and his students were violated when the college canceled
a drama class in which a controversial play dealing with racial issues was to be performed).
6. Nat Hentoff, Academies of Fear, WASH. POST, Dec. 18, 1993, at A25 (explaining
that "there are professors . . . who are afraid of being charged with sexism and maybe
with creating a hostile learning environment if they include that argument [against rape
shield laws) even in a class in criminal law.").
7. See Interview With Alan Dershowitz, THE DEFENDER, Mar. 1994, at 6. Harvard
lav professor Alan Dershowitz has explained that:
One woman actually tried to bring sexual harassment charges against me for the
way in which I teach rape. Apparently, she felt uncomfortable in the class because
I spent, in her words, two days arguing that people might conceivably be innocent
of a charge of rape-and that teaching method constituted a charge of sexual
harassment.
.. . These days I will not teach the subject of rape without having a record-
ing.
Id.
8. Ken Myers & Peter Morrison, 'PC' Codes Incorrect, Courts Say, NAT'L L.J., Oct.
4, 1993, at 1 [hereinafter Myers & Morrison, 'PC' Codes] (discussing the University of
Connecticut speech code).
9. See generally Nat Hentoff, Flexing Muzzles; free speech on campus is being at-
tacked from an unlikely direction-the Left, PLAYBOY, Jan. 1990, at 118 [hereinafter
Hentoff, Free Speech on Campus).
1993-941
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"the campus activists currently demanding policies that punish offen-
sive speech share the same political legacy as the generation of stu-
dents who fought for their right to express opposition to Vietnam, to
demonstrate against civil rights abuses, and to protest other controver-
sial events in the 1960s and 1970s. '"1
This Note will examine the First Amendment issues involved in
campus speech codes in order to facilitate the reader's understanding
of the constitutionality of restrictions on student and faculty speech.
Parts II and III will provide the necessary background material by
examining the factors that have led to the enactment of college speech
codes and the caselaw that has developed First Amendment doctrine.
Part IV will then discuss several recent cases upholding the First
Amendment on college campuses, including a case decided by the
Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals.
In Part V, the focus of the Note will shift to methods of protect-
ing the First Amendment on college campuses. This part will first
examine alternatives to enacting college speech codes, and second,
present an overview of the organizations involved in the fight for the
First Amendment on college campuses. Finally, the Note will conclude
by recommending that West Virginia adopt a statute that provides
college students with the same free speech rights on campus as they
would enjoy away from school.
II. THE RISE OF COLLEGE SPEECH CODES
A. Campus Racism, Sexism, and Homophobia
The primary argument for the enactment of college speech codes
is that universities are witnessing a terrible rise in incidents of racist,
sexist, and homophobic speech. Thus, proponents of speech codes
argue that the codes are needed to protect students from these inci-
dents." As support for this argument, proponents of speech codes
10. Evan G. S. Siegel, Note, Closing the Campus Gates to Free Expression: The
Regulation of Offensive Speech at Colleges and Universities, 39 EMORY L.J. 1351, 1356
n.28 (1990) [hereinafter Siegel, Closing the Campus Gates] (citing Daniel Seligman, The
Speech Suppression Movement, FORTUNE, June 19, 1989, at 195).
11. See Dinesh D'Souza & Robert MacNeil, The Big Chill? Interview with Dinesh
(Vol. 96:511
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point to studies, such as the one conducted by the National Institute
Against Prejudice and Violence, which indicate that more than 250
colleges and universities nationwide have reported "racist incidents
ranging from swastikas painted on the walls to violent attacks and
death threats."' 2 Yet commentators cannot seem to agree on either the
cause or the extent of hate speech on college campuses.'
3
Some commentators have argued that the conservative politics of
the 1980s and "Reaganism" have led to increased racial tensions and
hate speech at college campuses. 4 These commentators focus on fac-
tors in society that are external to college campuses and blame campus
tensions on "the society that generated the students who come [to col-
lege]."' 5 In contrast, authors such as Thomas Sowell argue that "[o]n
most campuses . . . the very possibility that institutional policies are
themselves adding to racism is not even mentioned. Instead, it is dog-
matically assumed that the racism on campus must have originated off
campus."'16 Professor Sowell feels that the increasing polarization on
D'Souza, in DEBATING P.C. 29, 34 (Paul Berman ed., 1992) [hereinafter D'Souza, The Big
Chill] (explaining that proponents of speech codes argue "that we are witnessing a terrible
rise of hateful speech and incidents on campus and we need censorship as a means to
curtail these.").
12. See Nancy Gibbs, Bigots in the Ivory Tower, TIME, May 7, 1990, at 104.
13. See, e.g., D'Souza, The Big Chill, supra note 11, at 34 (stating that "the fact is
that anybody who is close to or on an American campus knows that there is no epidemic
of hundreds of thousands of American students yelling 'nigger' at each other. That is sim-
ply not the problem."); see also John Leo, Racism on American College Campuses, U.S.
NEWS & WORLD REP., Jan. 8, 1990, at 53 ("Are our campuses hotbeds of racism? Many
people seem to think so, but this is based on the belief that sporadic horror stories are
reflective of the tone of life on hundreds of different campuses.").
14. See, e.g., Jon Wiener, Reagan's Children: Racial Hatred on Campus, THE NATION,
Feb. 27, 1989, at 260; see also Benjamin L. Hooks, Essay, Reflections on an Era, 95 W.
VA. L. REV. 495 (1992-93). In his essay, Benjamin Hooks states:
Never in my wildest dreams did I think that we would end up with Ronald Rea-
gan as President, who tried his best to bring this nation down. He came out of
the golden West, produced the most unwise tax cuts this nation has ever known,
and tried to pretend that affirmative action was reverse discrimination. He had a
lot of young white men believing there was no point in going to school because
black folks had all the jobs.
Id. at 497.
15. Charles S. Farrell, Black Students Seen Facing 'New Racism' on Many Campuses,
THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUC., Jan. 27, 1988, at A36.
16. THOMAS SOWELL, INSIDE AMERICAN EDUCATION 171 (1993).
1993-94]
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campuses may be due to "a backlash against double standards" pro-
moted by differing admissions standards and double standards of be-
havior for certain groups.' 7 Still others believe that the rising turmoil
on college campuses is attributable to the fact that students are simply
having more discussions on "taboo" topics such as racial preference,
racial separatism, and homosexuality.1
8
Whatever the cause of increasing tensions on college campuses,
university administrations have responded by enacting "speech codes"
that punish "racist," "sexist," and in some instances, mere "offensive"
speech. According to some commentators, more than one hundred
universities and colleges across the country have enacted such speech
codes.' 9 In addition, many of the universities that have enacted these
codes, such as Stanford and the University of Michigan, are considered
pace-setters for other colleges. Accordingly, "[w]hen these elite, private
and state schools set policies, many others follow suit.
20
Critics of speech codes argue that many universities have enacted
their codes without verifying the accuracy of the complaints filed
17. Id. at 172. Professor Sowell explains:
When Dr. Ira M. Heyman, then chancellor at Berkeley, blamed racial hostilities on
"the larger framework of the general mood in the U.S.," he ignored Berkeley's
own racial quota policies under his administration-policies which turned away
more than 2,000 white and Asian students with straight A averages in one year, in
order to admit black students who overwhelmingly failed to graduate.
Id. at 171 (citations omitted). See also SHELBY STEELE, THE CONTENT OF OUR CHARACTER:
A NEW VISION OF RACE IN AMERICA 132 (1990). Shelby Steele, a professor of English at
San Jose State University in California, feels that:
What has emerged on campus in recent years-as a result of the new equality and
of affirmative action and, in a sense, as a result of progress-is a politics of dif-
ference, a troubling, volatile politics in which each group justifies itself, its sense
of self worth and its pursuit of power, through difference alone.
In this context, racial, ethnic, and gender differences become forms of sov-
ereignty, campuses become balkanized, and each group fights with whatever means
available.
Id.
18. D'Souza, The Big Chill, supra note 11, at 34; see also Thomas L. McAllister,
Comment, Rules and Rights Colliding: Speech Codes and The First Amendment on College
Campuses, 59 TENN. L. REV. 409, 410 (1992) (noting that campuses are no longer "homo-
geneous student bodies.").
19. D'Souza, The Big Chill, supra note 11, at 30.
20. Id.
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against students and without determining whether such incidents actual-
ly occur more frequently on their campuses than at other schools.2'
They point out that university officials enact the codes as a quick
response to negative media attention and to criticisms that the colleges
have not effectively responded to incidents on their campuses. 22 How-
ever, in light of the fact that courts have uniformly held these speech
codes unconstitutional,23 some universities, such as the University of
Pennsylvania, have dropped the controversial codes from their universi-
ty policies.24
B. Political Correctness
While many college speech codes may have initially been created
for good purposes, these codes, when combined with the political
correctness movement prevalent on many campuses, have led to what
some commentators have labeled a "liberal McCarthyism." 25 As a
result of overzealous enforcement of some speech codes, many stu-
dents are being punished as much for what they think as for what they
say. Consequently, speech on today's campuses is being severely
chilled.
For example, administrators at the University of California at-
tempted to suspend several students for wearing t-shirts depicting a
man in a serape and sombrero sitting on a beach watching a sunset.26
21. See Doe v. Michigan, 721 F. Supp. 852, 854-55 (E.D. Mich. 1989) (noting that
the University of Michigan did not determine whether racial incidents were more prevalent
on its campus than at other comparable institutions); see also Steve France, Hate Goes to
College, A.B.A. J., July 1990, at 44, 49 [hereinafter France, Hate Goes to College]. Accord-
ing to Professor Shelby Steele, university officials have quickly caved in to student pres-
sures instead of working "with them to assess their real needs." Id.
22. Doe, 721 F. Supp. at 854 (noting that the University of Michigan was criticized
for ignoring the problems of minorities and was also facing a class action lawsuit).
23. See infra part IV.
24. Pennsylvania Univ. Changes Race Slur Rules, L.A. TIMES, Nov. 17, 1993, at A3.
25. See Craig B. Anderson, Political Correctness on College Campuses: Freedom of
Speech v. Doing The Politically Correct Thing, 46 SMU L. REv. 171 (1992) [hereinafter
Anderson, Political Correctness]; see also Michael Kilian, Warning on Political Correctness,
Cn. TRIB., July 31, 1991, at 4 (explaining that Lynne Cheney, then chairperson for the
National Endowment for the Humanities, has argued that "the nation's colleges are falling
victim to 'a liberal McCarthyism' in which the 'political correctness' of curricula and teach-
ing is used to advance social agendas and political causes.").
26. John Leo, Looking back at a PC extravaganza, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REP., Jan.
1993-94]
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The t-shirt said, "It doesn't matter where you come from, as long as
you know where you are going., 27 Mexican-American students who
saw the t-shirts complained that the shirts were demeaning and asked
school administrators to discipline the offending students.28 The ad-
ministration filed a lawsuit against the students, seeking to have them
suspended for three years.29 It was not until the students filed their
own lawsuit against the university that the action against them was
dropped.3"
Furthermore, a University of Michigan sophomore was threatened
with sexual harassment charges after he submitted an essay for his
political science class that contained examples using the characters
"Dave Stud" and "Joe Sixpack. ' 31 A female teaching assistant re-
turned the essay and noted that "[tfhis is ...inappropriate and offen-
sive . . . .Professor Rosenstone has encouraged me to interpret this
comment as an example of sexual harassment and to take the appropri-
ate formal steps. '32 She threatened to take further action against the
student if he made any other "offensive" comments in papers or in the
class. 33 As a result of the incident, the student dropped the class after
stating that he had not meant the examples to be offensive.34 As one
31, 1994, at 19, 20 [hereinafter Leo, Looking Back]; see also Campus Watch, NAT'L REV.,
Nov. 29, 1993, at 13.




31. Adam DeVore, Poli Sci Professor Outlaws Free Speech, ACCURACY IN ACADEMIA,
Dec. 1992, at 1. The following example was used in the student's essay:
"Another problem with sampling polls is that some people desire their privacy and
don't want to be bothered by a pollster. Let's say Dave Stud is entertaining three
beautiful ladies in his penthouse when the phone rings. A pollster on the other
end wants to know if we should eliminate the capital gains tax. Now Dave is a
knowledgeable businessperson who cares a lot about this issue. But since Dave is
"tied up" at the moment, he tells the pollster to "bother" someone else. Now this
is perhaps a ludicrous example, but . . . [i]f this segment of the population is




34. Id. at 4.
(Vol. 96:511
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attorney who specializes in cases of sexual harassment noted, this
incident may have "gone to the point of suppressing ideas. 35
Still other examples, such as the case of Eden Jacobowitz, have
received considerable nationwide attention due, in part, to the efforts
of media figures such as Rush Limbaugh.36 Jacobowitz was a fresh-
man at the University of Pennsylvania who was charged with racial
harassment and threatened with suspension after yelling, "Shut up, you
water buffalo," to five African-American sorority sisters who were
yelling outside his window around midnight.37 Jacobowitz stated that
the phrase was slang for "fool" or "dummy," and was not meant to be
a racist comment. 38 Nonetheless, the university administration charged
him under the school's hate-speech policy. The charges were eventual-
ly dropped, and the speech code was scrapped only after many critics
stated that the code violated free expression.39
Finally, students are not the only campus members affected by the
assault on free speech.4° Many faculty members are also afraid of
35. Id.
36. See, e.g., RUSH LIMBAUGH, SEE, I TOLD You So 232-34 (1993).
37. Buffaloed (University of Pennsylvania rescinds its politically correct speech code),
TIME, Nov. 29, 1993, at 67; see also Pennsylvania Univ. Changes Race Slur Rules, supra
note 24, at A3.
38. Buffaloed, supra note 37, at 67; see also LIMBAUGH supra note 36, at 232. Mr.
Limbaugh's book contains the following excerpt from a letter written by Eden Jacobowitz to
Limbaugh. The letter stated:
[I] offered to speak to the women to explain my truly harmless intentions, but this
was never granted to me, not by the police and not by the judicial inquiry of-
fice . . . . I was notified by Robin Reed, an assistant judicial inquiry officer, that
the case had been assigned to her, and she would conduct the investigation ....
She decided that by my words I meant "big black animals that live in Africa."
Well, first of all ...water buffalo are indigenous to Asia. Second of all, that
was the furthest meaning from my mind. "Water buffalo" described the noise they
were making and is a direct English translation of the Hebrew word behema,
which as slang simply means "fool." This word is used from Jew to Jew and has
absolutely no racial connotations.
Id. at 233.
39. See Jacqueline Trescott, Into The Bonfire of the Humanities: NEH Chairman
Sheldon Hackney and The Crucible of Political Correctness, WASH. POST, Sept. 29, 1993, at
B1; see also Buffaloed, supra note 37, at 67 (noting that the executive director of the
ACLU stated that "[tihe university should stick to what it does best and educate.").
40. An in-depth discussion of the caselaw surrounding violations of faculty members'
1993-94]
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being charged with sexism or accused of creating a hostile learning en-
vironment based on their speech." For example, a contracts professor
at Harvard Law School was charged with sexual harassment after he
illustrated the concept of the "battle of the forms" with a quote from
Lord Byron that was included in his textbook, "And whispering, 'I
will ne'er consent,'-consented. 42
In another example, a tenured professor at the University of New
Hampshire was brought up on sexual harassment charges when he
stated that "Belly dancing is like Jell-O on a plate-with a vibrator
under the plate., 43 Although the professor was using the phrase as an
example of a simile for his writing class, he was reprimanded, sus-
pended, and ordered to undergo psychotherapy.44
Another professor at the University of New Hampshire was seri-
ously concerned when one of his students gasped when he used the
phrase, "This way you get more bang for your buck," in his lecture.45
The student thought it was a sexual reference until the teacher ex-
plained that the phrase was actually derived from military slang about
explosives.46 As the professor stated, "If I hadn't heard her gasp, she
might have thought it was a sexual reference and secretly reported me,
and I might have been under a cloud.,
47
speech is beyond the scope of this article. However, three recent cases deal with the prob-
lems inherent in restricting faculty speech. See Levin v. Harleston, 770 F. Supp. 895
(S.D.N.Y. 1991) (holding that a university investigation of a professor's outside writings on
several controversial topics impermissibly chilled the professor's right to free speech); Dube
v. State Univ. of N.Y., 900 F.2d 587 (2d Cir. 1990) (holding that a professor's First
Amendment rights were violated when the university denied him tenure based on his discus-
sion of controversial topics in his classroom), cert. denied, 111 S. Ct. 2814 (1991); DiBona
v. Matthews, 269 Cal. Rptr. 882 (1990) (holding that the cancellation of a drama class due
to the "politically sensitive" nature of a play violated the teacher's and students' First
Amendment rights), cert. denied, II1 S. Ct. 557 (1990); see also Anderson, Political Cor-
rectness, supra note 25.
41. Hentoff, Academies Of Fear, supra note 6, at A25.
42. Finn, The Campus: "An Island of Repression in a Sea of Freedom," COMMEN-
TARY, Sept. 1989, at 18.
43. Leo, Looking Back, supra note 26, at 20.
44. Id.
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III. BACKGROUND LAw-THE SCOPE OF PROTECTED SPEECH
In response to the incidents set out above, as well as many others
not mentioned,48 First Amendment issues are being hotly debated on
college campuses across the country. In order to more fully understand
the constitutionality of college speech codes, it is important to first
have a basic understanding of First Amendment doctrine as it relates
to regulating campus speech.
A. Permissible Restrictions on Speech
Although most speech on college campuses is protected by the
First Amendment, courts have recognized specific categories of speech
that are of such low value that they do not fall within the First
Amendment's protection. 49  This narrow category of unprotected
speech includes "fighting words,"50 speech likely to cause "clear and
present danger,' 51 legally obscene speech,52 and certain types of libel
and slander.53 Accordingly, universities can only regulate student
speech if the speech falls within one or more of these limited catego-
ries.
1. Fighting Words
The "fighting words" doctrine was first articulated by the United
States Supreme Court in Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire.54 In that
case, Chaplinsky, a Jehovah's Witness, was preaching and distributing
religious literature on a busy street.55 After receiving complaints that
Chaplinsky was upsetting other citizens with his message, police arrest-
48. For an excellent overview of numerous examples see Anderson, Political Correct-
ness, supra note 25, at nn.4-28 and accompanying text; Siegel, Closing the Campus Gates,
supra note 10, at nn.15-22 and accompanying text.
49. See Doe v. University of Michigan, 721 F. Supp. 852, 862 (E.D. Mich. 1989).
50. Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire, 315 U.S. 568 (1942).
51. Brandenburg v. Ohio, 395 U.S. 444, 450-57 (1969) (Douglas J., concurring).
52. Miller v. California, 413 U.S. 15, 23 (1973).
53. Dun & Bradstreet, Inc. v. Greenmoss Builders, Inc., 472 U.S. 749, 757-58 (1985).
54. 315 U.S. 568 (1942).
55. Id. at 569.
1993-941
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ed him under a state -law punishing individuals for directing offensive
or annoying language at other people in a public place.56 While being
arrested, Chaplinsky shouted that the marshall was "a damned Fascist
and the whole government of Rochester are Fascists or agents of Fas-
cists."57
Chaplinsky argued that the law violated his First Amendment right
to free speech. 8 However, the Court ultimately upheld his conviction,
ruling that his words were "fighting words," unprotected by the First
Amendment.59 In its analysis, the Court explained that the "fighting
words" doctrine consisted of two prongs-words that "inflict injury"
and words that "tend to incite an immediate breach of the peace. 60
The Court has subsequently narrowed the original fighting words
doctrine by refusing to apply the first prong of Chaplinsky.6' As a
result, fighting words no longer encompass words "which by their very
utterance inflict injury." The Court now stresses that speech must be
56. Id. The law at issue provided that:
No person shall address any offensive, derisive or annoying word to any other
person who is lawfully in any street or other public place, nor call him by any
offensive or derisive name, nor make any noise or exclamation in his presence and
hearing with intent to deride, offend or annoy him, or to prevent him from pursu-




59. Id. at 572; see also Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15, 20 (1971) (explaining that
fighting words are "those personally abusive epithets which . . . are . . . inherently likely
to provoke violent reaction.").
60. Chaplinsky, 315 U.S. at 572. The Court explained that:
[t]here are certain well-defined and narrowly limited classes of speech, the preven-
tion and punishment of which has never been thought to raise any Constitutional
problem. These include . . . 'fighting' words-those which by their very utterance
inflict injury or tend to incite an immediate breach of the peace. It has been well
observed that such utterances are no essential part of any exposition of ideas, and
are of such slight social value as a step to truth that any benefit that may be
derived from them is clearly outweighed by the social interest in order and morali-
ty.
Id.
61. See UWM Post, Inc. v. Board of Regents, 774 F. Supp. 1163, 1169-70 (E.D. Wis.
1991); Gooding v. Wilson, 405 U.S. 518, 524 (1972); Terminiello v. City of Chicago, 337
U.S. 1, 4-5 (1949).
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likely to cause an immediate breach of peace to fall within the doc-
trine.62
Accordingly, under the present doctrine, speech must be: (1) an
extremely provocative personal insult; (2) addressed to an individual;
(3) in a face-to-face encounter; (4) tending to cause an immediate
violent reaction; and (5) tending to cause a breach of peace by an
average hearer.63 This weakened version of Chaplinsky has a signifi-
cant impact on universities enacting speech codes. Mere offensive or
insulting words that inflict injury are no longer considered "fighting
words" and cannot be regulated. Therefore, university speech codes
that prohibit students from using abusive language that merely "an-
noys" other students will be held unconstitutional.64
2. Clear and Present Danger
Courts have also allowed regulation of words that "are of such a
nature as to create a clear and present danger" of imminent lawless ac-
tion.65 In this respect, Brandenburg v. Ohio66 is significant because
it illustrates the "clear and present danger" doctrine and involves hate
speech. Brandenburg was a leader of the Ku Klux Klan who advocated
violence against African-Americans and members of the Jewish reli-
gion.67 At one of his rallies, he expressed his ideas about taking re-
venge on the government if it did not stop oppressing the "Caucasian
62. See City of Houston v. Hill, 482 U.S. 451, 462 (1987); Gooding v. Wilson, 405
U.S. 518, 522, 525 (1972).
63. Steven R. Glaser, Comment, Sticks and Stones May Break My Bones, But Words
Can Never Hurt Me: Regulating Speech on University Campuses, 76 MARQ. L. REv. 265,
275 (1992) [hereinafter Glaser, Sticks and Stones].
64. See People v. Dietze, 549 N.E.2d 1166 (N.Y. 1989) (holding a New York crimi-
nal code that prohibited the use of abusive language spoken with the intent to "harass" or
"annoy" another person unconstitutionally overbroad).
65. Schenck v. United States, 249 U.S. 47, 52 (1919).
66. 395 U.S. 444 (1969).
67. Id. at 444, 446.
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race. ' 68 However, no evidence existed that the audience reacted with
violent action.69
Although 'Brandenburg was convicted under Ohio's Ku Klux Klan
Act, the Supreme Court reversed his conviction, stating that the First
Amendment protected his speech.70 Some commentators have noted
that the Court may have been influenced by the fact that the audience
did not react violently.7' In reaching its conclusion, the Court relied
upon the "clear and present danger" test, which states that speech can
be regulated only if it is capable of "inciting or producing imminent
lawless action."72
Brandenburg is also significant because it delineates mere advoca-
cy from imminent lawless action.73 The Court stated that "the consti-
tutional guarantees of free speech and free press do not permit a State
to forbid or proscribe advocacy of the use of force ... except where
such advocacy is directed to inciting or producing imminent lawless
action and is likely to incite or produce such action." 74 Therefore, un-
der the "clear and present danger" test, universities must allow students
to advance their opinions, even on offensive topics, as long as these
opinions do not incite others to act violently or illegally. Otherwise,
the universities are intruding upon students' First Amendment free-
doms.
68. Id. Brandenburg stated that "[w]e're not a revengent organization, but if our Presi-
dent, our Congress, our Supreme Court, continues to suppress the white, Caucasian race, it's
possible that there might have to be some revengeance taken." Id.
69. Id. at 448-49.
70. Id.
71. LAURENCE H. TRIBE, AMERICAN CONSTITTONAL LAW 848 n.56 (2d ed. 1988)
(noting that "however a law is written, it may not constitutionally be applied to punish
speech on content-related grounds where nothing beyond abstract advocacy is shown, and
where incitement is thus absent."); see also William Shaun Alexander, Note, Regulating
Speech on Campus: A Plea for Tolerance, 26 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 1349 (1991) [herein-
after Alexander, Regulating Speech on Campus].
72. Brandenburg, 395 U.S. at 447.
73. Id. at 448-49.
74. Id. at 447.
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B. Limitations on Regulating Speech
Universities face several limitations in attempting to regulate stu-
dent speech. University speech codes must comply with the permissible
speech regulations discussed in the preceding section. Therefore, the
codes can only reach speech covered by the "fighting words" doctrine
and the "clear and present danger" test. Codes that restrict speech
falling outside these categories are considered overbroad and will be
held unconstitutional. Likewise, codes that fail to provide adequate
warning of the types of speech that are punishable are considered
vague and will also be held unconstitutional.
Nonetheless, universities may enact time, place, and manner re-
strictions on student speech to prohibit students from disrupting class-
es. However, the universities must ensure that alternative channels for
communication are open to students. Finally, universities cannot restrict
speech based upon the content of its message. The various limitations
surrounding the regulation of student speech will be discussed in this
section.
1. Overbreadth and Vagueness
Courts have held many university speech codes unconstitutional as
overbroad. A speech code is overbroad when it is "designed to burden
or punish activities which are not constitutionally protected, but ...
includes within its scope activities which are protected by the [F]irst
[A]mendment."75 In other words, a court will consider a speech code
overbroad if it purports to punish only unprotected speech, such as
fighting words, but also punishes speech protected by the First Amend-
ment. In addition, a speech code is overbroad even if it merely has the
potential for reaching protected speech.
The overbreadth doctrine in relation to speech codes was best
explained by the United States Supreme Court in Broadrick v. Oklaho-
ma.76 In Broadrick, the Court stated that "the First Amendment needs
75. JoHN E. NOWAK ET AL., CONSTITUTIONAL LAW § 16.8 (3d ed. 1986).
76. 413 U.S. 601 (1973).
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breathing space and that statutes attempting to restrict or burden the
exercise of First Amendment rights must be narrowly drawn." 77 In
holding overbroad statutes unconstitutional, the Court was concerned
that these statutes would have a chilling effect on speech.78 Likewise,
the overbreadth doctrine has been used consistently by courts to strike
down college speech codes that have a chilling effect on student
speech.79
In addition to the overbreadth analysis, courts frequently analyze
speech codes under the void for vagueness doctrine. A university
speech code is unconstitutionally vague if it falls to give "adequate
warning of what activities it proscribes.""0 A speech code is also con-
sidered vague if people of "common intelligence must necessarily
guess at its meaning." 8' Courts have uniformly held that overbroad or
vague speech codes are unconstitutional.8 2 Therefore, in order to be
constitutional, campus speech codes must include explicit standards for
those applying them and must give adequate warning of the prohibited
activities.
2. Time, Place, and Manner Restrictions
Universities can legitimately regulate the time, place, and manner
of certain speech.83 These restrictions are analogous to a hospital pro-
hibiting demonstrations in a cardiac wing.8 4 However, these restric-
tions are only valid if they: (1) are justified without reference to the
content of the regulated speech; (2) serve a significant governmental
77. Id. at 611.
78. Id. at 612 (stating that "the possible harm to society in permitting some unpro-
tected speech to go unpunished is outweighed by the possibility that protected speech of
others may be muted and perceived grievances left to fester because of the possible inhibi-
tory effects of overly broad statutes.").
79. See Doe v. University of Michigan, 721 F. Supp. 852 (E.D. Mich. 1989).
80. Broadrick. 413 U.S. at 607.
81. Id.
82. See infra part IV.A.-B.
83. See Widmar v. Vincent, 454 U.S. 263 (1981); Healy v. James, 408 U.S. 169
(1972); Tinker v. Des Moines Indep. Community School Dist., 393 U.S. 503 (1969).
84. See generally Alexander, Regulating Speech on Campus, supra note 71, at 1357.
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interest; and (3) leave open ample alternative channels for communica-
tion of information."5
A valid time, place, and manner restriction in the university set-
ting would prohibit students from engaging in demonstrations that
disrupt or obstruct research or teaching activities.8 6 For example, in
Levin v. Harleston,7 a disciplinary rule at the City College of New
York required the college president to "prevent disruption of classes
and to discipline those who attempt such disruption."8' The rule was
enacted to prevent students from using bullhorns and other
noisemaking devices to disrupt classes and to allow students to learn
in an environment "free from external pressure or interference."8 9 A
restriction such as this one will be valid as long as it allows students
to express themselves in alternative mediums such as campus news-
papers or bulletin boards and does not control the speech based upon
its content.
3. Content Based Restrictions
It is well settled that universities cannot regulate student speech
based upon its content.90 The Supreme Court has discussed the issue
of content based restrictions in several cases.9' In Tinker v. Des
Moines Independent Community School District,92 the Court upheld
the right of high school students to wear black armbands in protest of
85. Metromedia, Inc. v. City of San Diego, 453 U.S. 490, 516 (1981) (quoting Virgin-
ia Pharmacy Board v. Virginia Citizens Consumer Council, 425 U.S. 748, 771 (1976)).
86. Levin v. Harleston, 770 F. Supp. 895, 904 (S.D.N.Y. 1991).
87. 770 F. Supp. at 895.
88. Id. at 905.
89. Id. at 906.
90. See Texas v. Johnson, 491 U.S. 397, 414 (1989) (holding that "[i]f there is a
bedrock principle underlying the First Amendment, it is that the Government may not pro-
hibit the expression of an idea simply because society finds the idea itself offensive or
disagreeable.").
91. R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, 112 S. Ct. 2538 (1992); Texas v. Johnson, 491 U.S.
397 (1989); Boos v. Barry, 485 U.S. 312 (1988); Ternilniello v. Chicago, 337 U.S. 1
(1949); see also Joseph E. Starkey, Jr., Comment, R.A.V. v. St. Paul: The Debate Over the
Constitutionality of Hate Crimes Ends; Or is This Just the Beginning?, 95 W. VA. L. REV.
561 (1992-93).
92. 393 U.S. 503 (1969).
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the Vietnam war.9 3 The Court held that in order for school officials
to justify prohibiting certain expression, they must show that the action
was caused by "more than a mere desire to avoid the discomfort and
unpleasantness that always accompany an unpopular viewpoint. 94
The Court again discussed content based restrictions in Healy v.
James.95 In Healy, school officials refused to recognize "Students for
a Democratic Society" (SDS) as a campus organization.96 The Pres-
ident of the college was especially concerned that this local chapter of
SDS would be affiliated with the national organization, which partici-
pated in violent and disruptive activities.97 Although the students stat-
ed that their organization would be independent from the national
chapter, the school continued to deny the group recognition as a cam-
pus organization."
The Court ruled that the school officials had failed to heed First
Amendment principles in refusing to recognize SDS as a campus orga-
nization. The Court recognized that mere disagreement with a group's
opinion will not justify the denial of First Amendment rights when it
stated that "[t]he College, acting here as the instrumentality of the
State, may not restrict speech or association simply because it finds
the views expressed by any group to be abhorrent." 99
These cases clearly indicate that colleges can only restrict student
speech in the most extraordinary instances. Courts "appl[y] the 'most
exacting scrutiny' to regulations that discriminate among instances of
speech based on its content. Such restrictions are valid only if 'neces-
sary to serve a compelling state interest and .. . narrowly drawn to
that end."''  Thus, campus speech codes must use the least restric-
93. Id. at 514.
94. Id. at 509. In its holding, the Court recognized that the students' conduct was
silent, passive expression that caused no interference with school operations and did not
intrude upon the rights of other students. Id. at 508.
95. 408 U.S. 169 (1972).
96. Id. at 170.
97. Id. at 174 n.4.
98. Id. at 173-74.
99. Id. at 187-88.
100. TRIBE, supra note 71, at 798-99 (quoting Perry Educ. Ass'n v. Perry Local Educa-
tors Ass'n, 460 U.S. 37, 45 (1983)).
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tive means to accomplish their objectives. In other words, the code
must be "aimed at the noncommunicative impact of conduct" and must
provide punishment "independent of any message conveyed."'
0 1
However, Tinker and Healy can also be read to allow colleges to
regulate student speech if the speech would "materially and substantial-
ly interfere with the requirements of appropriate discipline in the op-
eration of the school."'0 2 Healy indicates that colleges can only regu-
late student speech if it: (1) deprives other students of the opportunity
to speak or be heard; (2) invades the privacy of others; (3) damages
the property of others; (4) disrupts the regular and essential operations
of colleges; or (5) interferes with the rights of others.' °3 Although
several incidents of speech on college campuses have risen to the level
of substantial interference, it is important to note that these incidents
have involved physical violence, not merely offensive speech.
4. Duty to Avert the Senses
The final limitation on the regulation of student speech involves
the duty of listeners to avert their senses or leave the area of the
offensive speech. This duty was articulated by the Supreme Court in
Cohen v. California.'4 The case arose after Cohen was arrested for
wearing a jacket with the words "Fuck the Draft" written on it into a
courthouse to express his disagreement with the Vietnam War. 0 5 Al-
though no one in the courthouse reacted violently as a result of the
message on Cohen's jacket, Cohen was arrested under a California
statute for maliciously and willfully disturbing the peace.1
6
When the case reached the Supreme Court, the Court recognized
that the government did not have the ability to "shut off discourse
solely to protect others from hearing it."' 07 The Court reasoned that
101. Id.
102. Tinker, 393 U.S. at 509 (citing Burnside v. Byars, 363 F.2d 744, 749 (1966)); see
also Alexander, Regulating Speech, supra note 71, at 1360.
103. Healy, 408 U.S. at 189.
104. 403 U.S. 15 (1971).
105. Id. at 16.
106. Id.
107. Id. at 21.
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the people in the courthouse could have avoided the message by sim-
ply averting their eyes.'08 In addition, the Court held that "the fact
that some unwilling 'listeners' in a public building may have been
briefly exposed" to Cohen's message did not justify a conviction for
breach of peace-especially where no violent reaction occurred. t0 9
Therefore, the Court recognized that it is preferable for offended listen-
ers to leave the area of the speech rather than restrict speech simply
because it may offend some people."0 Thus, in the context of cam-
pus speech codes, requiring college students to avert their senses from
offensive speech is more desirable than enacting restrictive speech
codes.
IV. THE COURTS AND CAMPUS SPEECH CODES
Because universities and colleges have traditionally been consid-
ered the "marketplace of ideas,""' the First Amendment plays an
important role on the nation's campuses. Free speech encourages the
search for truth and promotes "tolerance for diverse and conflicting
viewpoints."' 12 Students adept at combatting offensive speech learn to
cope with different viewpoints, and in return, formulate their own
opinions and beliefs. The Supreme Court recognized this important
function of the First Amendment in Keyishian v. Board of Regents"1
3
when it stated:
'The vigilant protection of constitutional freedoms is nowhere more vital
than in the community of American schools' . . . . The Nation's future de-
pends upon leaders trained through wide exposure to that robust exchange
of ideas which discovers truth 'out of a multitude of tongues, [rather] than
through any kind of authoritative selection.'
114
108. Id.
109. Id. at 22.
110. Id. at 21-22.
111. Healy v. James, 408 U.S. 169, 180 (1972); see also Abrams v. United States, 250
U.S. 616, 630 (1919) (Holmes, J., dissenting).
112. Anderson, Political Correctness, supra note 25, at 178.
113. 385 U.S. 589, 603 (1967).
114. Id. at 603 (quoting Shelton v. Tucker, 362 U.S. 479, 487 (1960); United States v.
Associated Press, 52 F. Supp. 362, 372 (1943)).
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In addition, free speech performs other important functions on
college campuses. First, free expression ensures individual self-fulfill-
ment by assisting the development of the individual character. 115 Sec-
ond, it allows all elements of society to participate in the decision-
making process.'1 6 Finally, it maintains the "precarious balance be-
tween healthy cleavage and necessary consensus."
117
Courts analyzing university speech codes have uniformly held that
the codes represent unconstitutional restrictions on free speech in viola-
tion of the First Amendment. The courts have primarily relied on the
doctrines of overbreadth and vagueness in striking down the codes.
Furthermore, courts have held that the codes unconstitutionally restrict
student speech based upon the content of the speaker's message. As
Judge Sprouse noted in Sigma Chi Fraternity v. George Mason Uni-
versity, "[t]he University should have accomplished its goals in some
fashion other than silencing speech on the basis of its viewpoint."" 8
The following cases depict the First Amendment problems universities
have faced in attempting to regulate student speech.
A. Doe v. University of Michigan
Doe v. University of Michigan"9 is the first case where a stu-
dent challenged a campus speech code in federal court. Doe was a
University of Michigan graduate student specializing in biopsychology,
a field that studies the biological bases of individual differences in
mental abilities and personality traits.120 He feared that discussing the
biologically based differences between sexes and races would be
sanctionable under the Michigan University speech code as "racist" or
"sexist" language.' 21
115. Glaser, Sticks and Stones, supra note 63, at 268 (citing THOMAS I. EMERSON, THE
SYSTEM OF FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION 6-7 (1970)).
116. Id.
117. Id. (quoting THOMAS I. EMERSON, THE SYSTEM OF FREEDOM OF EXPREssION 7
(1970)).
118. 993 F.2d 386, 393 (4th Cir. 1993).
119. 721 F. Supp. 852 (E.D. Mich. 1989).
120. Id. at 858.
121. Id. Doe stated in an affidavit that the hypothesis he was afraid to discuss in the
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Administrators at the University of Michigan enacted the speech
code in response to a series of racial incidents on that campus.
2 2
University officials, fearing a class action civil rights suit and a loss of
financing from the Subcommittee on Higher Education, enacted the
code, although the Acting President conceded that any policy would
create serious civil liberties questions.' 23 The code prohibited "[a]ny
behavior, verbal or physical, that stigmatizes or victimizes an individu-
al on the basis of race, ethnicity, religion, sex, sexual orientation,
creed, national origin, ancestry, age, marital status, handicap or Viet-
nam-era veteran status."'124
In addition, the degree of regulation was dependent on where the
conduct took place.1" On public parts of the campus, the widest
range of speech was "tolerated." Only violent physical actions or de-
struction of property could be sanctioned in these areas.'26 The code
also appeared to apply to students living in university housing, al-
though the individual leases purported to cover the behavior in that
location.' 27 Finally, the code specifically applied to "[e]ducational
and academic centers, such as classroom buildings, libraries, research
laboratories, recreation and study centers[.]"' 2 8 Therefore, under the
code's provisions, Doe's fear of sanctions for speaking on controversial
issues in the classroom gave him standing to challenge the code.
129
The District Court for the Eastern District of Michigan struck
down the university's speech code as violative of the First Amend-
classroom was one dealing with sex differences in mental abilities between men and wom-
en. The hypothesis regarding these differences states "that men as a group do better than
women in some spatially related mental tasks partly because of a biological difference. This
may explain, for example, why many more men than women chose to enter the engineering
profession." Id. at 860.
122. Id. at 854 (noting that unknown persons had distributed a flyer declaring open
season on blacks; a student radio disk jockey had broadcast racist jokes; and a Ku Klux
Klan uniform was displayed from a dormitory window during a demonstration).
123. Id. at 854-56.





129. Id. at 859-60.
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ment. The court found the code first, overbroad because it punished
protected speech and second, inherently vague because the words "stig-
matize" and "victimize" in the code could not be precisely de-
fined.1 30 In its discussion, the court relied on well established First
Amendment doctrine noting that "[i]t is firmly settled that under our
Constitution the public expression of ideas may not be prohibited
merely because the ideas are themselves offensive to some of their
hearers.''
In reaching its decision that the code was overbroad, the court
looked to Broadrick v. Oklahoma,132 which held that statutes regulat-
ing First Amendment activities must be narrowly drawn to reach only
the specific evils at hand. 33 In addition, the court recognized the
well-settled principle that states may not regulate broad classes of
speech if a substantial amount of protected speech is also prohibited
within the class.
134
The court found that the code had been consistently applied to
protected speech during the year in which it was in effect. 135 In sup-
port of this finding, the court cited several examples. First, a student
who openly stated his belief that homosexuality was a curable disease
and that he intended to develop a counseling plan for "changing gay
clients to straight" was found guilty of "sex and sexual orientation
harassment.' ' 136 Second, a complaint was filed against a student who
read a "homophobic limerick" in a speech class ridiculing an athlete's
sexual orientation. 37 Third, a minority professor who taught a den-
tistry course filed a harassment complaint against a student after he
told her that he "had heard that minorities had a difficult time in the
course and that . . they were not treated fairly."' 38 Interestingly, the
130. Id. at 864-67.
131. Id. at 863 (quoting Street v. New York, 394 U.S. 576, 592 (1969)).
132. 413 U.S. 601, 611 (1973).
133. Doe, 721 F. Supp. at 864.
134. Id.
135. Id. at 865.
136. Id.
137. Id. The student was ultimately "persuaded" to attend a "gay rap" session, write a
formal letter of apology to the Michigan Daily, and apologize to his class. Id.
138. Id. at 865-66. The student was required to write a letter apologizing for making
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statement was made when the class was broken into "small sections to
informally discuss anticipated problems."'39 Finally, a Jewish student
filed a complaint of anti-semitic harassment against another student in
a class on the *.Holocaust.'
40
In holding the code void for vagueness, the court found that the
university had never articulated any method to distinguish between
sanctionable speech and protected speech. 141 During the oral argu-
ment, the court asked the university's attorney how he would distin-
guish between speech which was merely offensive, and therefore pro-
tected, and speech which "stigmatizes or victimizes." The attorney's
only answer was "very carefully."' 42 Therefore, the court reasoned
that students of common understanding were forced to guess about
what comments would be sanctionable. Accordingly, the court found
that the terms of the speech code were so vague that its enforcement
would violate the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment. 1
4 3
In drafting the speech code's three-tier system of punishing speech
based on the location where it was spoken, the university officials
apparently failed to heed previous decisions by the United States Su-
preme Court. For example, in Tinker v. Des Moines School District,
the Court held that:
A student's rights . . . do not embrace merely the classroom hours. When
he is in the cafeteria, or on the playing field, or on the campus during the
authorized hours, he may express his opinions, even on controversial sub-
jects ....
the statement, which he said he had "heard from his roommate, a black former dentistry
student." Id. at 866.
139. Id.
140. Id. at 866 n.14 (explaining that the student was offended by another student's
comment that "Jews cynically used the Holocaust to justify Israel's policies toward the
Palestinians.").
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* we do not confine the permissible exercise of First Amendment
rights to a telephone booth or the four comers of a pamphlet, or to super-
vised and ordained discussion in a school classroom.'"
If the university officials had followed Tinker, they would have
found that the First Amendment clearly protects students' rights to free
speech on all campus locations and during all campus activities. Ac-
cordingly, the officials would have known that their speech regulation
was doomed to failure from the beginning.
B. UWM Post, Inc. v. Board of Regents
UWM Post, Inc. v. Board of Regents 45 is the second major case
addressing campus speech codes. In this case, the University of Wis-
consin enacted a student conduct code as part of an overall plan to
increase diversity at the university's twenty-six campuses and to re-
spond to an increase in discriminatory harassment on its campuses.
146
The proposed rule was developed with the help of law professors at
the University of Wisconsin-Madison Law School who stated that the
rule would withstand First Amendment challenge if it contained a
requirement that the speaker intended to create a hostile educational
environment for the individuals they were addressing. 147
Under the speech code, the university could punish students for
"racist or discriminatory comments, epithets or other expressive behav-
ior directed at an individual or on separate occasions at different indi-
viduals" that would "demean the race, sex, religion, color, creed, dis-
ability, sexual orientation, national origin, ancestry or age of the indi-
vidual or individuals.' 4a In addition, the code authorized punishment
of students for "creat[ing] an intimidating, hostile or demeaning envi-
ronment for education."' 49
144. 393 U.S. 503, 512-13 (1969).
145. 774 F. Supp. 1163 (E.D. Wis. 1991).
146. Id. at 1164-65 (explaining that the "Design for Diversity" plan was intended to
increase minority representation, multi-cultural understanding, and diversity throughout the
campuses).
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During the period that the rule was in effect, at least nine students
were sanctioned under the speech code. 50 One student was placed on
probation for calling another student "Shakazulu.' 5' Another student
was disciplined under the code for "yelling at a female student in
public, 'you've got nice tits.' ''152 Still another student was disciplined
for telling an Asian-American student that, "It's people like
you-that's the reason this country is screwed up.' 5 3 Finally, a stu-
dent was found to have violated the code when he harassed a Turkish-
American student by telling him that he was an immigration official
and demanding to see immigration documents.
54
A group of students filed suit against the university, arguing that
the code was vague and overbroad because it reached a substantial
amount of protected speech. 55 In response, the Board of Regents ar-
gued that the nile was valid because it covered only "fighting words"
under Chaplinsky. 56 The United States District Court for the Eastern
District of Wisconsin ultimately held that the rule violated the over-
breadth doctrine and was unduly vague. 57 As a result, the court per-
manently enjoined the university from enforcing the speech code.'58
In addressing the Board's argument that the code fell within the
"fighting words" doctrine set forth in Chaplinsky, the court noted that
this doctrine had been narrowed by the Supreme Court in subsequent
decisions.'59 The court explained that the Supreme Court had reduced
the scope of the "fighting words" doctrine to include only (1) words
likely to cause an immediate breach of peace; 60 (2) that must "natu-
150. Id. at 1167.
151. Id.
152. Id. at 1168. The student was placed on probation for the remainder of his enroll-
ment at the university and required to apologize to the female student for his comment. He
was also required to "refrain from any further contact with her and to obtain psychological
counseling." Id.
153. Id. at 1167.
154. Id.; see id. at 1167-68 for a description of all nine incidents that were punished
under the code.
155. Id. at 1168-69.
156. Id. at 1169.
157. Id. at 1181.
158. Id.
159. Id. at 1169-70.
160. Thus, fighting words no longer encompass words "which by their very utterance
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rally tend to provoke violent resentment"; and (3) that must be direct-
ed at the hearer.161 The court also cited Collin v. Smith, explaining
that a "conviction for less than words that at least tend to incite an
immediate breach of the peace cannot be justified under
Chaplinsky."'
162
The court applied the "fighting words" doctrine to the university's
speech code by breaking the code into four main elements: (1) a racist
or discriminatory comment or epithet; (2) directed at an individual; (3)
demeaning the individual's race, religion, etc.; (4) creating an intimi-
dating, hostile, or demeaning environment for education, university-
related work, or other university-authorized activity. 63 In analyzing
these elements, the court found that "[s]ince the elements of the
[speech code] do not require that the regulated speech, by its very
utterance, tend to incite violent reaction, the [code] goes beyond the
present scope of the fighting words doctrine. ' 164
First, the code did not comply with the "fighting words" doctrine
because it failed to regulate only speech that provoked violent reac-
tion.165 Second, although the code applied to speech directed at an
individual, the court found that it could also apply to many situations
unlikely to cause a breach of peace. 166 Third, the code fell outside
the current "fighting words" doctrine because speech "demeaning" to
an individual's characteristics may inflict injury or damage sensitivities,
but will not necessarily cause the immediate violent reaction required
under the "fighting words" doctrine. 67 Finally, the court held that
speech creating an "intimidating, hostile or demeaning environment"
would not tend to incite an immediate breach of the peace. 168 Ac-
cordingly, the speech code failed to meet the requirements of the
inflict injury." Id. at 1170. See, e.g., City of Houston v. Hill, 482 U.S. 451, 462 (1987).
161. UMW Post, Inc., 774 F. Supp. at 1170.
162. Id. at 1171 (quoting Collin v. Smith, 578 F.2d 1197, 1203 (7th Cir. 1978)).




167. See supra part III.A.1.
168. UWM Post, Inc., 774 F. Supp. at 1172-73 (explaining that "hostile" covered non-
violent as well as violent situations).
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"fighting words" doctrine, and was overbroad because it regulated
speech protected by the First Amenchent. 6 9
In addition, the court refused to apply a balancing test advanced
by the Board of Regents under which the code would have been "in
harmony with the First Amendment because it regulates only speech
with minimum social value and which has harmful effects.' 170 In re-
jecting this balancing approach, the court recognized that the suppres-
sion of speech, even speech with little value, amounts to "governmen-
tal thought control." 171 The court went on to explain that even
though an individual instance of thought control may not seem to
impose great costs on society, if a balancing test is applied there
would likely be many such instances, which taken in the aggregate,
could "dissolve the great benefits which free speech affords.' 72
C. Sigma Chi Fraternity v. George Mason University
Although Sigma Chi Fraternity v. George Mason University 
173
did not involve a student speech code, it is illustrative of the Fourth
Circuit's current view of the First Amendment on college campuses.
The case involved the Sigma Chi's "ugly woman contest," held in
conjunction with its annual "Derby Days" event which was "planned
and conducted both as entertainment and as a source of funds for
donations to charity."'174 Fraternity members held the contest in the
169. Id. at 1168-73.
170. Id. at 1173.
171. Id. at 1174.
172. Id. at 1174. The court explained that:
[the] commitment to free expression must be unwavering, because there exist many
situations where, in the short run, it appears advantageous to limit speech to solve
pressing social problems, such as discriminatory harassment. If a balancing ap-
proach is applied, these pressing and tangible short run concerns are likely to
outweigh the more amorphous and long run benefits of free speech.
Id. The court also rejected the Board of Regents' argument that the code should be held
constitutional because its prohibition of speech which creates a hostile learning environment
has parallels in Title VII in the employment setting. The court explained that Title VII
addresses employment, not educational settings, and that "[s]ince Title VII is only a statute,
it cannot supersede the requirements of the First Amendment." Id. at 1177.
173. 993 F.2d 386 (4th Cir. 1993).
174. Id. at 387.
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student union cafeteria and "dressed as caricatures of various types of
women."'75  One member appeared in blackface, stuffed his outfit
with pillows to exaggerate a woman's figure, and "spoke in slang to
parody African-Americans.' 76
Following the skit, two hundred forty-seven students, many of
them foreign and minority students, signed a petition that objected to
the fraternity's behavior as racist and sexist. 177 Although the case
contains no direct evidence on the fraternity member's subjective in-
tent, the fraternity admitted that the contest was sophomoric and offen-
sive and apologized to university officials.178 Regardless of the apol-
ogy, the fraternity was ultimately suspended from all activities for the
remainder of the semester and received two year's probation on all so-
cial events except for pre-approved pledging and philanthropic events
"with an education purpose directly related to gender discrimination
and cultural diversity."'179 The fraternity also was required to plan
and implement an educational program dealing with "cultural differenc-
es, diversity, and the concerns'of women."' 0
The fraternity filed suit against the university, requesting declarato-
ry judgment and an injunction against the sanctions, stating that the
sanctions violated the First and Fourteenth Amendments. University
officials argued that the fraternity members' behavior was contrary to
the university's mission and had created a threatening environment for
students.' 8 ' The district court granted summary judgment to Sigma
Chi, and the university appealed.
175. Id. at 377-78.
176. Id. at 388.
177. Id. The petition stated that "we are condemning the racist and sexist implications
of this event in which male members dressed as women. One man in particular wore a




181. Id. at 388-89 (noting that George Mason University's mission statement explained
that the university was "committed to promoting a culturally and racially diverse student
body [and] committed to teaching the values of equal opportunity and equal treatment, re-
spect for diversity, and individual dignity."). Id. at 388.
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The Fourth Circuit affirmed the district court's holding and stated
that the university should not have accomplished its goals by silencing
speech. The court reasoned that although the fraternity's conduct was
offensive and sophomoric, it was still entertainment protected by the
First Amendment. 182  The court explained that "First Amendment
principles governing live entertainment are relatively clear: short of ob-
scenity, it is generally protected."'83
In holding that the fraternity's performance was entitled to First
Amendment protection, the court applied a two part test. First, the
court had to determine whether the fraternity intended "to convey a
particularized message."' 84  Second, the court asked whether the
"message would be understood by those who viewed it.' 85 The court
determined that the skit was inherently expressive, even though it was
low grade entertainment, and found a great likelihood that students
who watched the skit understood it. 86 As the court explained:
To be sure, no evidence suggests that the Fraternity advocated segregation
or inferior social status for women. What is evident is that the Fraternity's
purposefully nonsensical treatment of sexual and racial themes was intend-
ed to impart a message that the University's concerns, in the Fraternity's
view, should be treated humorously.'87
Thus, the court found that the presentation qualified as "expressive
conduct" deserving of First Amendment protection. 8
The court also found that university officials punished the fraterni-
ty because "its boorish message had interfered with the described
university mission." '89 The court reasoned that because the First
Amendment forbids the government from restricting expression due to
182. Id. at 389-90 (holding that "[e]xpression devoid of 'ideas' but with entertainment
value may also be protected because '[t]he line between the informing and the entertaining
is too elusive."').
183. Id. at 389.
184. Id. at 391 n.5 (quoting Texass v. Johnson, 491 U.S. 397, 404 (1989)).
185. Id.
186. Id. at 391-92.
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its content, "[t]he University should have accomplished its goals in
some fashion other than silencing speech on the basis of its view-
point.' ' 190
V. METHODS OF PROTECTING THE FIRST AMENDMENT
ON COLLEGE CAMPUSES
In light of the court decisions holding campus speech codes un-
constitutional, many university administrations are looking for alterna-
tive methods to combat racist and sexist attitudes. For example, the
University of Pennsylvania dropped its controversial speech code in
favor of devising a policy that relies more on "informal conflict reso-
lution" that encourages students to talk out their differences."' 1 Uni-
versities should carefully consider their own situations and look for
ways to ensure equal educational opportunities for all students, while
simultaneously protecting the students' rights to free speech.
Universities have many viable alternatives for combatting discrimi-
nation on their campuses while also protecting the First Amendment.
For example, California has enacted a statute that ensures students the
same free speech rights on campus as they would enjoy off campus,
while also recognizing that hate violence can be punished if it denies
students the opportunity to fully participate in the educational pro-
cess. 192 Likewise, campus newspapers and other media provide stu-
dents with an outlet for controversial speech without punishing the
expression of ideas. Finally, many students can turn to organizations
aiding in the fight for students' First Amendment rights if their schools
fall to recognize a deep commitment to free expression.
190. Id. at 393. Circuit Judge Mumaghan, concurring in the judgment, found instructive
the fact that the university had approved the skit and had never given any indication that
that form of entertainment was prohibited at school-sanctioned events. Id. at 394-95.
191. Pennsylvania Univ. Changes Race Slur Rules, supra note 24, at A3.
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A. California's Approach
The First Amendment won a victory in California on January 1,
1993, when a new state law took effect granting students the same
First Amendment rights to free speech on campus as they would enjoy
off campus. 93 Senator Bill Leonard, who sponsored the bill, said that
he proposed the legislation because he thought that the college campus
was a terrible place to correct people's thoughts. 9 4 In addition, he
was influenced by the number of articles questioning the validity of
other university speech codes.1 95
The statute applies to all California state universities and commu-
nity colleges and provides that students cannot be disciplined for
speech that would otherwise be protected by the First Amendment if
spoken off campus. 96 However, the California schools are allowed to
193. CAL. EDUC. CODE § 66301 (West 1987) (amended by 1993 Cal. Legis. Serv. Ch.
589 (West)).
194. Linda Seebach, Putting Teeth in the First Amendment, DAILY NEWS OF L.A., Jan.
21, 1993, at N19.
195. Id.
196. 1993 Cal. Legis. Serv. Ch. 589 (West). The statute provides:
(a) Neither the Regents of the University of California, the Trustees of the
California State University, nor the governing board of any community college
district shall make or enforce any rule subjecting any student to disciplinary sanc-
tion solely on the basis of conduct that is speech or other communication that,
when engaged in outside a campus of those institutions, is protected from govern-
mental restriction by the First Amendment to the Unites States Constitution or
Section 2 of Article 1 of the California Constitution.
(b) Any student enrolled in an institution as specified in subdivision (a), that
has made or enforced any rule in violation of subdivision (a) may commence a
civil action to obtain appropriate injunctive and declaratory relief as determined by
the court. Upon motion, a court may award attorney's fees to a prevailing plaintiff
in a civil action pursuant to this section.
(c) Nothing in this section shall be construed to authorize any prior restraint
of student speech.
(d) Nothing in this section prohibits the imposition of discipline for harass-
ment, threats, or intimidation, unless constitutionally protected.
(e) Nothing in this section prohibits an institution from adopting rules and
regulations that are designed to prevent hate violence, as defined in subdivision (a)
of Section 4 of Chapter 1363 of the Statutes of 1992, from being directed at stu-
dents in a manner that denies them their full participation in the educational pro-
cess, so long as the rules and regulations conform to standards established by the
[Vol. 96:511
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enact rules and regulations designed to prevent hate violence that de-
nies a student the opportunity to fully participate in the educational
process, as long as the rules comply with the First Amendment and
the California State Constitution.' 97 In addition, students can be disci-
plined for harassment, threats, or intimidation unprotected by the First
Amendment.198 More importantly though, if a California university
violates this statute and attempts to discipline a student for speech pro-
tected by the First Amendment, the student is entitled to attorney's
fees in a civil action for injunctive or declaratory relief against the
school.' 99
California's approach is in accord with established First Amend-
ment doctrine. The legislative history surrounding the statute recog-
nized that "[s]tudents and teachers do not shed their constitutional
rights to freedom of speech or expression at the schoolhouse gate.
In addition, the legislators correctly noted that free speech rights are
subject to reasonable time, place, and manner restrictions.20 ' Accord-
ingly, because of its compliance with the First Amendment, the Cali-
fornia statute could be used as a model for other states that wish to
protect the First Amendment rights of students.
B. Protectors of the First Amendment
As the fight for the First Amendment on college campuses has
intensified, many organizations have actively represented students in
lawsuits against universities that have enacted speech codes. The Indi-
vidual Rights Project and the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)
are two such organizations that have been vocal supporters of students'
First Amendment rights.
First Amendment to the United States Constitution and Section 2 of Article 1 of





200. 1992 Cal. Stat. 1363 (quoting Tinker v. Des Moines Indep. Community School
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1. Individual Rights Project
The Individual Rights Project of the Center for the Study of Popu-
lar Culture defends the First Amendment rights of students and frater-
nities who have been accused of violating campus speech codes.202
The organization aids lawyers who have taken student First Amend-
ment cases by providing advice and answering questions on First
Amendment issues.203 David Horowitz, founder of the organization,
stated that the idea of the project is "to fight for the rights of these
students to harbor and express any idea they might have-including
those that others consider offensive. A larger goal is to use the legal
system to whittle away at sexual harassment codes and hate speech
rules that some campuses have implemented."
2
Horowitz, once a self-proclaimed "leftist radical" who joined
forces with the 'Black Panthers Party in the 1970s, °5 has now assem-
bled a team of about twenty lawyers who fight for students' First
Amendment rights. °6 In addition, Horowitz also publishes a news-
letter entitled The Defender, which includes articles on First Amend-
ment doctrine, as well as articles detailing the pending cases the orga-
nization is handling.
2. American Civil Liberties Union
The ACLU has been leading the opposition to student speech
codes across the country.207 Thus, the ACLU represented the plaintiff
202. Sharon Bernstein, Speaking of Rights, Former Liberal Stands Up for Conservative
Opinions at Colleges, L.A. TIMES, Apr. 14, 1993, at B1. The Individual Rights Project can
be contacted by writing to the Center for the Study of Popular Culture, 12400 Ventura
Boulevard, Suite 304, Studio City, CA 91604.
203. Id.
204. Id.
205. Id. (noting that Horowitz, now a conservative, was formerly an intellectual leader
and writer in the New Left in the 1950s and 1960s, and a member of the Black Panthers,
until he came to believe that the Black Panthers murdered one of his close friends).
206. Id.
207. France, Hate Goes to College, supra note 21, at 44, 46.
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in Doe v. Michigan208 and also filed suit against the University of
Wisconsin to have its speech code declared unconstitutional in UMW
Post v. Board of Regents.20 9 In addition, it represented the Sigma
Chi fraternity members who had participated in the "ugly woman
contest" in Sigma Chi Fraternity v. George Mason University.
210
Nevertheless, the debate about whether college campuses should be
allowed to enact speech codes has led to internal inconsistency within
the ACLU. Members are divided on the issue of campus speech codes,
as well as issues involving hate crimes, the Rodney King trial, and
sexual harassment policies in the workplace.211 Some insiders believe
that the ACLU's split of opinion on many issues has been "fostered
by the A.C.L.U.'s in-house affirmative-action plan that requires the
board, formerly dominated by white males, to be at least 50% female
and 20% minority., 212 In addition, many ACLU attorneys are uncom-
fortable about.fighting against civil rights activists.213 However, vari-
ous group leaders, including ACLU President Nadine Strossen, have
argued that many university speech codes are unconstitutionally vague
and restrictive.214 Furthermore, despite the internal inconsistency, the
national board has recently stated its opinion that campus speech codes
are wrong.215
C. Providing Creative Outlets for Speech
Universities that have enacted campus speech codes could take a
lesson from certain law schools by providing creative outlets for stu-
208. See Doe, 721 F. Supp. 852; see also supra part IV.A.
209. 774 F. Supp. 1163; see supra part IV.B; see also France, Hate Goes to College,
supra note 21, at 46.
210. See Sigma Chi, 993 F.2d at 387; see also supra part IV.C.
211. Richard N. Ostling, A.C.L.U.-not all that civil, TIME, Apr. 26, 1993, at 31.
212. Id.
213. France, Hate Goes to College, supra note 21, at 46 (noting that some members
"squirm at implications that they are insensitive to minorities.").
214. Still Freer Speech (American Civil Liberties Union Internal Policy Controversy on
the University Speech Code Rule), ECONOMIST, Feb. 2, 1991, at 26 (noting that President
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dent speech instead of punishing the offending language. These schools
have vigorously upheld students' rights to speak out about controver-
sial issues. An excellent example is the Yale University Law School
where the emphasis is on encouraging the expression of differing
viewpoints.
Yale Law School created a "Democracy Wall" that allows students
and faculty to post memos criticizing various topics.216 The wall was
created after some students were offended by a female student who
tacked a poster on the school's bulletin board that showed an erect
penis and stated: "Sexism Rears Its Unprotected Head. Men: Use Con-
doms or Beat It. AIDS Kills Women."217 Although the Dean of the
Law School disagreed with the message and posted a memo calling
the poster "vulgar and disgusting," he upheld the student's right to
express her views. Many faculty members and students also posted




The West Virginia legislature should look to the California statute
as a model for upholding students' First Amendment rights on West
Virginia campuses. Although universities in West Virginia have not en-
acted controversial speech codes, the school administrations may some-
day bow to pressures from various organizations and consider adopting
these codes. By enacting a statute protecting students' First Amend-
ment rights instead of restricting free expression, West Virginia could
send a powerful message to other states by showing that it believes in
the "vigilant protection of [the] constitutional freedoms . . .of Ameri-
can schools.
220
The California statute would conform with both the West Virginia
State Constitution221 and decisions by the West Virginia Supreme




220. Keyishian v. Board of Regents, 385 U.S. 589, 603 (1967).
221. See W. VA. CONST. art. XII, § 12 (explaining that West Virginia University exists
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Court of Appeals, which recognize that colleges are the "marketplace
of ideas. 222 For example, in United Mine Workers of America v.
Parsons,223 the West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals held that
"[p]ublic universities, such as West Virginia University, are enclaves of
intellectual pursuit in which a spirit of openmindedness, free inquiry,
and critical evaluation is to be encouraged and fostered. ' 224 Accord-
ingly, the court reasoned that West Virginia University provided a
"specialized forum for the dissemination of ideas." 225 Therefore, a
statute protecting students' First Amendment rights would enable West
Virginia students to learn in an environment that fosters the pursuit of
intellectual truth and the tolerance of diverse ideas.
Finally, a statute modeled after the California statute would pre-
vent university administrations from creating a "false sense of security
unavailable outside of the college environment., 226 Students would be
required to cope with speech they find offensive instead of turning to
school officials for protection.227 In addition, students would learn to
survive in the broadly diverse communities that exist on campus as
well as off campus.
In their attempts to avoid a "hostile learning environment," many
universities end up creating just such an environment by suppressing
the speech and ideas at the center of social controversy and debate. It
is this very speech that students should be discussing during their
to "foster and encourage, moral, intellectual, scientific and agricultural improvement [and to]
make suitable provision for . . . such institutions of learning as the best interests of general
education in the State may demand.").
222. United Mine Workers of Am. v. Parsons, 305 S.E.2d 343, 350 (W. Va. 1983)
(quoting Healy v. James, 408 U.S. 169, 180 (1972)).
223. 305 S.E.2d 343 (W. Va. 1983).
224. Id. at 351.
225. 305 S.E.2d at 351.
226. Alexander, Regulating Speech on Campus, supra note 71, at 1375.
227. See Alan Dershowitz, Politically Correct is Intellectually Wrong, NEWSDAY, Apr.
24, 1991, at 89. Professor Dershowitz has recognized that college speech codes allow:
[t]he same students who insist they be treated as adults when it comes to their
sexuality, drinking, and school work, [to] beg to be treated like children when it
comes to politics, speech and controversy. They whine to . . . the president . . .
of the university, to "protect" them from offensive speech, instead of themselves
trying to combat it in the marketplace of ideas.
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college years. Accordingly, as colleges and universities prepare to
educate increasingly diverse student populations, they should not lose
sight of the most important type of diversity that the First Amendment
was meant to protect-diversity of ideas.
Melanie A. Moore
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